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For Web developers, one of the most exciting features of Microsoft(r) Internet Explorer 4.0 is Dynamic HTML, a powerful Microsoft extension of standard HTML that brings a new level of interactivity to content developers' Web sites. And INSIDE DYNAMIC HTML is the technical bible on this important new innovation. It's for Web developers, sophisticated content providers, users of JavaScript and other scripting tools, and anyone else who wants the lowdown on this widely embraced approach to a livelier Web. The book assumes proficiency with a scripting language and supplies an abundance of examples.

The World Wide Web ignited a computer revolution by enabling anyone to  publish HTML documents. Until recently, the information in these documents was  mostly static, requiring the server to respond to user interactions. With the  introduction of Dynamic HTML, the Web paradigm has shifted away from requiring  server interactions to creating interactive Web sites and Web applications.  Because Dynamic HTML allows HTML documents to interact with the user and change  completely on the client, you can create rich Web applications.  

Dynamic HTML is built on an object model that extends the traditional static  HTML document. This book introduces you, the Web developer, to Dynamic HTML and  teaches you how to create pages that are live and interactive on the client.  This book assumes a working knowledge of HTML and basic programming principles.  It does not teach you HTML or show you how to program in JavaScript, JScript, or  VBScript; instead, these languages are used as tools for dynamically  manipulating the page.  

Near the end of this introduction, you'll find a description of the four  parts of this book. Before continuing, read this overview to get a feel for how  Dynamic HTML will be presented here through a series of building blocks. By the  end of this book, all the pieces for creating live and interactive Web pages  will be in place. 
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2007 Microsoft  Office System Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2007
Learn everything you need to know for working with the 2007  Microsoft Office system--from the inside out! This book packs hundreds of  time-saving solutions, troubleshooting tips, and workarounds for using the  2007 release of Microsoft Office--all in concise, fast-answer format.  Whether you are upgrading from Office 97 or Office 2003, you'll be...
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Encyclopedia of Mobile Computing and CommerceIGI Global, 2007
Nowadays, mobile communication, mobile devices, and mobile computing are widely available. Everywhere people are carrying mobile devices, such as mobile phones. The availability of mobile communication networks has made a huge impact to various applications, including commerce. Consequently, there is a strong relationship between mobile computing...
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Software That Sells : A Practical Guide to Developing and Marketing Your Software ProjectJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Purchasing this book could change your future
	Recognize a good idea and gauge its chances
	Analyze and research your market
	Learn what investors look for in a business venture
	Make your planning pay
	Pick a winning team
	Know when to reach for ready-mades
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Six Sigma Software Development, Second EditionAuerbach Publications, 2007
Even though Six Sigma programs have successfully been implemented in practice, many IT departments remain skeptical of the process or are unaware of how the tools can be used to improve system development. Removing the mystique surrounding this technique, Six Sigma Software Development, Second Edition demonstrates how Six Sigma tools and concepts...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2008 All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
If you’re in charge of database administration, developing database software, or looking for database solutions for your company, Microsoft SQL Server 2008 All-In-One Desk Reference For Dummies can help you get a handle on this extremely popular relational database management system. Here you’ll find what’s new in the...
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Nonlinear Signal Processing : A Statistical ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
A Unified Treatment of Non-Gaussian Processes and Nonlinear Signal Processing
Nonlinear signal processing methods are finding numerous applications in such fields as imaging, teletraffic, communications, hydrology, geology, and economics–fields where nonlinear systems and non-Gaussian processes emerge. Within a broad class of nonlinear...
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